
Math 39100: Mar. 27. 2023:LECTURE16

Quiz Y:Monday, April 3 (on 3.6, and 3.7/3.8)
Exam 2: Monday, May 1

am3:(optional) Friday, May 12

CH5: Series Solutions of D.E:

$5.1 Review ofpower Series

Let: Apower series is a series ofthe form an(x-xo)"
Centered atX=xo.

->
ending point

Nation:a.x" =Go+A,x+acx ...

-> infinite

stains point
sun

↳Sun.Anx* =Go+Gx'+anx+...+Gx"

Centered atX0= 0
-> Ean(x-d" =Zanx"



Parties:

) Zan =Eb =[an =bn]

(ii) If (and converses, then an converses

absolutely.

⑦Mostcommon testtotest for absolutely convergence

of a power series is the Ratio Test.

= I

isit t < 1, then an converges absolutely.

(ii) if < 1, then an diverges.
n=0

(iii) if I =1, then the testfails (inconclusive)

This gives is two things:I.O.C and R.C.C.

are



·(1 =(
=noncI

=n(

=(x+1).
=(x+1). t < 1

↓(x + 1) < 1

/x+ 11 - 2

- 2 X+1 < 2

-3X < 1
1.0.c: (-3,1)

(feel free to
Queenoneo

!
testthe endpoints



R.0.2: 1 --3 =4

Radius ofConvergence is denoted by =A =2

(iii) Shifting indices ofa summation:

zan=an n, are dummy

letEnter
n=2,k=0 ↳AtYn =00, k =00

(iv) let's suppose ofis a differentiable function.

Hen

f(x) =a(X-xo)" =90 +9.(X-x0) +q2(x-xol"as (x-xo)+--.

n-1

f(x) =a +2a(X- x0) +393(x- x)" +.. . =nan(x-xo)
f"(x) =2a +3.2a(X- x0) +... -Zna-an(x-xa)"



(4) Afunction can be approximated by usies Taylor Series:

f(x) =Ea(x-xo)"
where an=d

5.2 Series solutions near an Ordinary point, part I.

Consider Diff. equation ofthe form:

P(x) y"+G(x)y' +R(x)y
=0

where P(X), Q(X) and RIA) are fractions of the

indep. Variable x.

defi

We are going assume thesolution form is

y =an(x-xo) for simplicityassume Xo = 0

↑
0

=>y =zanx* =ao+a,x+ q2x +asxt...



Goal is tofind these coeft. Go, 9,92., G5, ...

[Xo =0]

Assume y =Zanx" is a solution. from ch3:

Then y
=znann Sand y" =zn(n-anx" y =c,cs(X) +

(2 Sin(x)

-

Now, plus in y and y"intothegiven eq:

=>in(n-anx +anx =o

k=n-2 k=n

DurstaElatz
(K+2)(NGX" +dox" =o

=>((k+2)(k+179x+
+ax) x" =0

=>(k +2)(k+1)9k +2
+9x =0



Referthehighestsubscript

aut2=(+) k=0,1,2, ..

Recurrence formula (formula for the
Coefficient)

k=0,a =-
=-

k=1,a =-
=-

k=2,an = =2

k =3,95 = -

= Es

Solution:y
=E9ux" =90+ 9,x+anx+asx+qux"

+95x5+...

=ao +4,x-gx -qx' +x"fyxt
Bi

e =a.(ix"+..)
+a.(Xext?" (



y =Gocos(x) +9, sie(x)

where

costinaand


